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Marvin is a beetle living under the kitchen sink in the home of James Pompaday, 
a lonely eleven-year-old boy. When James gets a pen-and-ink set for his birthday, 
Marvin secretly surprises him by creating a tiny, detailed drawing, which 
resembles the work of the great Renaissance artist Albrecht Durer. James gets 
the credit, and soon the newfound friends are swept up in an art heist at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, risking their lives in a fast-paced mystery about 
stolen art, forgery, and friendship. "Broach packs this fast-moving story with 
perennially seductive themes:   hidden lives and secret friendships, miniature 
worlds lost to disbelievers. Philosophy pokes through, as does art appreciation… 
but never at the expense of plot.”--Publisher's Weekly, 
starred review 

“Elise Broach’s transitional reader about the stars of her longer novel 
Masterpiece is just right. It’s long enough for children to feel accomplished at 
its completion without feeling overwhelmed; it hits the right balance of text 
and illustrations; and it deals with a common dilemma that seven- and eight-
year-olds face… This wise and funny book will provide much-needed 
reassurance to children.”– Shelf Awareness 

THE MASTERPIECE ADVENTURE SERIES paperback $5.00;  
new hardcover $13.00 (Ages 6-9; Grades 2-3)

THE WOLF KEEPERS paperback $7.00 (Ages 9-14; Grades 3-6) 
A Junior Library Guild Selection; 2017 Finalist for the Green Earth Book 
Award 
A zookeepers daughter and a runaway boy are drawn into a high stakes 
adventure that puts their very lives at risk as they try to figure out what's 
causing a deadly illness that is endangering the zoo's wolf pack.  "This book 
raises the oft-debated question concerning the role of zoos holding animals in 
captivity for the purpose of protection...more than a good adventure story, this 
title could be a springboard for discussion." -- School Library Journal 

“Broach follows her acclaimed novel Masterpiece with an exciting adventure 
set in a real-life Arizona mountain range that boasts numerous legends about 
colorful historical figures, unsolved murders, strange disappearances, and 
rumors of a hidden gold mine . . . . Classic horror and thriller elements 
combine with modern touches in Broach's page-turner, a very promising start 
to this series.” ―Starred, Publishers Weekly 

MASTERPIECE  paperback $7.00 (Ages 8-12; Grades 3-6) 
A Junior Library Guild Selection; E. B. White Read Aloud Award; ALA Notable Book 

THE SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN SERIES  
paperback $7.00; $8.00 (Ages 8-12; Grades 3-6) 
A Junior Library Guild Selection
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 Student Name:______________________________________  Teacher:_______________________________ 
  
   (Please specify quantity) 

       Masterpiece Adventure Series: 
  _______The Miniature World of Marvin       Inscribe to:____________________________________________ 
                & James #1 ($5.00)                                     
   
           
  _______James to the Rescue #2 ($5.00)     Inscribe to:____________________________________________ 
                

  _______Trouble at School for Marvin          Inscribe to:____________________________________________ 
                & James #3 ($5.00)                            

  _______Marvin& James Save the Day         Inscribe to:____________________________________________ 
                (and Elaine Helps!) #4 ($13.00)                             

     The Superstition Mountain Series: 
  _______Missing on Superstition                  Inscribe to:____________________________________________ 
                Mountain #1 ($7.00)                                     
  
            
 _______Treasure on Superstition                  Inscribe to:____________________________________________ 
               Mountain #2 ($8.00)    

 _______Revenge on Superstition                  Inscribe to:____________________________________________ 
               Mountain #3 ($8.00)  

 _______Masterpiece ($7.00)                           Inscribe to:____________________________________________ 

   
 _______The Wolf Keepers ($7.00)                 Inscribe to:____________________________________________               
   
                       

                                                                          Total # of books_________ Total amount enclosed_________     


